
With the current media focus on the British abolition of
slavery 200 years ago, it is perhaps fitting to open up a
wider debate about how such practices were ostensibly
driven by the business and economic interests not only of
individuals but also of the ruling elites of the day (be it
monarchs or governments).

The repercussions of such ‘policies’ had, and still have,
an incredible impact on the economic development of all
those involved. This, in turn, has contributed to current
‘images’ and ‘stereotypes’ of what so called developed and
un(der)developed countries and their populations are, and
look like. With these background factors in mind, the title of
this article comes from the Globingo icebreaker activity used
on the Business and Economic Education PGCE at the
Institute of Education, University of London, where a series
of global dimension questions are being explored in an
active way. One of these questions is below:

Introduction
This article reports on strategies used on the Business and
Economic Education PGCE to encourage trainee teachers to
become (at least in embryonic form) development
educationalists. By this we mean we want them to be aware
of a number of issues that perhaps go beyond what is
perceived as the role of a Business and Economics Teacher.
We want them to realise that the topics and subjects they
teach often have important global dimensions which are not
always apparent. However with some creative and critical
approaches they can introduce school students to many of
these dimensions and the moral, ethical and environmental
dilemmas that are often a consequence of the increasingly
globalised economies in which they live. 

These strategies are implicit rather than explicit and are
integrated throughout the course in a number of different

ways. PGCE courses are intensive and trainee teachers, who
we call Beginning Teachers (BTs), experience a steep
learning curve. They have to learn to work with large groups
of teenagers, understand a broad business and economics
curriculum, and develop appropriate teaching strategies.
Faced with these pressures, as well as the academic
requirements of the course, BTs are unlikely to rank
development education and the issues it raises highly in this
training year, even if it is something to which they are
personally committed. We feel this implicit approach works
well. The work is not seen as extra or one off but as an
integral part of the course. 

Overview of strategies
From early on in the PGCE course BTs are introduced to
different teaching methods that they need experience of
using, such as case studies, role plays and educational visits.
Often in these sessions we adopt an active learning
approach, with BTs participating and then unpicking what is
actually happening. We frame these activities within business
and economics curriculum subject areas but they are
designed to also raise ethical dilemmas. For instance, the
session on case studies utilises a case that is ostensibly about
marketing and pricing strategies for a firm introducing more
technologically advanced products in a global market.
However the design of activities draws out the potential
ethical issue of ‘dumping’ technologically inferior products
within less developed economies. Similarly, a session on role
play has a number of stakeholders in a community, who need
to make decisions about the location and expansion of a
factory that offers much needed employment opportunities
but also has potential environmental risks. These aspects of
the course and our historic commitment to development
education are covered in more detail in previous writing.
(Brant and Unwin, 2004; Brant, Lines and Unwin, 2000). 

This article focuses on one particular aspect of this
strategy, the preparation and running of a global perspectives
conference for school students. 

Global perspectives conference
The course team has sought to build on the strengths of
previous global perspectives work, but also to open this up to
partnership secondary schools, by hosting a conference for
Year 10 Business Studies students (circa 150 in June 2006).
The BTs run this conference towards the end of their PGCE,
after they have participated in a training day that we run
jointly with Just Business.

The training day is structured so that BTs experience the
activities they are going to subsequently run on the
conference day and have time to start planning for this event.
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‘I want my own mountain...............’

Adam Unwin reports on strategies to encourage teachers of Business and Economics to integrate global
perspectives in their teaching.

Find someone in the room that:

Q: Can explain why the border between Kenya and
Tanzania, which is basically a straight line, has a ‘kink’
in it?

A: Tanzania was formerly a German colony, and in the
19th century the German Kaiser complained he didn’t
‘own’ a mountain. So Queen Victoria, his cousin, ‘gave’
him one of hers from Kenya… Kilimanjaro. Many of the
borders of African states are similarly based on the
whims of the colonialists, rather than on natural features
such as rivers or mountains. Arguably many of the
problems around ‘nationhood’ that Africa is
experiencing today arise because of this legacy.



The activities that BTs take part in and subsequently run
have varied over the years but the common factors are that
they all address current issues related to globalisation and
adopt active learning approaches such as role-play. They
have included ‘games’ such as The Trading Game, Timber,
Chocolate, Toy Story, Tourism, Labour behind the Labels
and Globingo (details of all these are available on the Just
Business website: many of them are free and downloadable).
To help facilitate the BTs to organise the conference we
outline a number of suggested roles and expected outcomes.
For example there should be a news team that produces a
newsletter for students to take at the end of the day and there
needs to be an evaluation of some kind to capture students
views. The conference starts with a whole group session to
welcome the different schools, introduce the context and
focus of the day and run Globingo as an icebreaker activity.
However the majority of the time is spent in smaller mixed
school groups of between 20 and 30 students, taking part in
the games. These explore numerous issues that have
important global contexts including trade, working
conditions, debt, chocolate production and sustainable
tourism. One that has been evaluated highly by both BTs and
students is ‘The Trading Game’. 

After taking part in the games all students are brought
together for a plenary and evaluation session to enable
reflection and assessment of their experience. BTs have done
this in a number of ways such as a ‘Question Time’ panel or
a ‘Who Wants to be a Millionaire’ type quiz on a large
screen with global dimension questions that challenge
stereotypes or highlight exploitation and inequality. On the
promise of receiving bar of fair trade chocolate and a
conference newsletter (in which they might appear) students
complete a one page questionnaire, which allows BTs and
ourselves to evaluate the day. 

From our evaluations with both BTs and the students of
the day, the outcomes of this conference prove to be
numerous. Listed below are some of the most apparent:

� BTs experience and observe working with students on
global issues.

� BTs experience running games, role-plays and other
active learning teaching methods in areas

connected/linked with business education but
specifically incorporating a global dimension.

� BTs value the collaborative experience of organising,
running and evaluating a ‘conference’. 

� Year 10 students from several schools visit a central
London venue and work together.

� Year 10 students engage with global perspectives
through a variety of techniques led by new teachers who
are not their own. They can be more open/natural than
in their own school environment.

� All participants are involved in thinking about matters
of equity, fairness and justice.

� Participants develop skills of communication and gain
confidence in debating issues of a political and social
nature.

Conclusion
BTs of business and economics often embark on their PGCE
course with particular views of their subject specialisms. We
consider that as a teacher of business and economics, one
has considerable potential to address ethical issues and take
on a development education agenda. Our aim, and certainly
that of the activities described in this paper, is for BTs to
challenge their own preconceptions, stereotypes and perhaps
even prejudices in a non-threatening environment, so that
they may in turn reflect upon their own positions and
consider similar challenges for the young people they will
soon be teaching. 
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Just Business is a project initially funded via DfID that
seeks to encourage and support the inclusion of a
global and ethical dimension in the teaching and
learning of Business Studies and Economics in UK
schools. Globalisation is a topic that is high on the
agenda of government, business and civil society. This
process is being driven by the globalisation of the
world’s markets. Economics and Business Studies have
at their hearts the study of markets, and therefore
students of those subjects need to be informed about
global issues.

Source: Just Business website

The Trading Game (from Christian Aid).
This game is a simulation of the world economy where
students are divided into 6 small groups representing
high, middle and low income countries. They are
allocated resources so that richer countries have more
technology and money (represented by scissors, rulers,
play money, etc) and poorer countries have less of these
but more raw materials (paper). The aim is to make
money by producing specific shapes from the paper,
selling through the common banker and trading with
each other. The game tends to be very active and
replicates many aspects of a global trading system:
cartels sometimes form; demand, supply and prices
change; tariffs and duties can be introduced; conflict
occurs; and so on. Often these events are instigated by
the facilitator and banker acting in pseudo WTO and
IMF roles. All of this can be picked up in the
plenary/debrief with the starting point of how the
individuals felt about being rich (and powerful) or poor
(and exploited). What seems to work so well is that
once it is set up it almost runs itself and students are
very involved. When it is over and is being analysed,
students can understand from their experiences the
intricacies and potential unfairness within current global
trading systems.



Note: Thanks to the Institute of Education Business and Economics PGCE
students and Year 10 students from partnership schools that took part in
the Global Perpectives Conference.
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Justice Arts Education (Jae) Project’s ‘BitterSweet’
installation focuses on educating primary school children
about the ‘bitter’ side of the chocolate industry and the
positive impact of Fairtrade, through creative and interactive
workshops. Throughout the day-long event, the Jae team
emphasises how children can make a difference through
buying Fairtrade products and being a positive voice in their
community. 

The idea of developing and exploring interactive
development education using the arts came from founder
members of Jae being involved in a number of human rights
conferences organised by various organisations and seeing
the opportunities to integrate the arts into learning. When
Jae was set up we decided to focus
on not only the issues but also on
the value of the arts as an
education and expressive tool to
explore the issues being addressed,
embedding their use into all our
delivery. 

The focus for our first event was
Fairtrade, specifically chocolate –
an accessible starting point for
young people – so BitterSweet, a journey into the world of
chocolate, was created. This was followed by ‘Flight of
Fashion’ a look at the fashion industry. The format for both
installations is a journey exploring the issues through
interaction, followed by arts based workshops which
consolidate understanding and provide students with the
opportunity to respond to what they have experienced and
learnt.

Jae Project believe that children grasp (what can be)
complicated human rights issues more easily, no matter what
their ability level, if they are placed in and experience the
situations for themselves. For example, experiencing what
life might be like for a cocoa farmer by having a taste of
working on a cocoa farm and living off the wages they
receive, instead of just hearing facts such as: ‘...Although
millions of chocolate bars are sold every day, cocoa farmers
are some of the poorest people in the world...’ (Dubble
Fairtrade Chocolate website: www.dubble.co.uk). Children
who have experienced the ‘Cocoa Farmer Installation’
frequently complain how unfair the cocoa farmer’s life is, as
they themselves are being treated unfairly! 

In creating the elements of the
journey, Jae Project use facts found
from reliable sources and weave
these into a script for the workshop
leader, or create a scenario around
it for the children to experience.
For example, once the children as
cocoa farmers have gathered their
cocoa beans, they queue up to get
them weighed. The workshop

leader acts as a ‘Recorder’ who fixes the weighing scales, so
the children are not paid the real value for their beans. This
reflects the fact (taken from Dubble Fairtrade chocolate
website: www.dubble.co.uk) that: ‘To make things worse,
cocoa farmers are sometimes cheated when they sell their
cocoa to non-Fairtrade buyers, who fix the weighing scales
to show a lower reading than the actual weight of their cocoa
beans.’ 

Developing understanding and empathy through 
the arts

Tracey Hutchings and Rosalyn Bilbrough describe a programme which uses the arts to help young people to
explore issues of economics and human rights.

Jae Project believe that children
grasp ... complicated human
rights issues more easily, no

matter what their ability level, if
they are placed in and experience

the situations for themselves. 




